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Heading higher from here 
• NZ’s terms of trade nudge back towards records highs. 

• Export volumes are woeful, and we think the recovery will be slow. 

• We expect our terms of trade to peak towards the end of the year, with a soft landing to follow. 

 

 

 

Both sides now 
Unsurprisingly, both export and import good prices got a 

good lift this quarter, up 7.8% and 7.2%, respectively. The 

lift in import prices in particular was a bit stronger than our 

own forecast, but today’s result is broadly consistent with 

the broad themes evident in global trade that we’ve been 

highlighting of late. A whole glut of factors, from surging 

costs of production, wide-scale logistics disruption and the 

constrained output of many key commodities, are placing 

serious pressure on export and import prices. Given the 

commodity-heavy mix of NZ’s export sector, export prices 

tend to swing more dramatically than their import peers, 

and that’s largely proving to be the case this price cycle 

despite today’s relatively modest headline move.  

This quarter, the two big behemoths of our goods export 

sector made solid gains, with dairy and meat prices up 9.5% and 5.7% qoq, respectively. Given the lifts we saw in the 

prices of both commodities over the first quarter of this year and the lagging nature of export data, the Q2 export 

price print should outperform import prices a bit more strongly. 

Stuck in a hole 
Export volumes have taken a hit. Export volumes have proven relatively resilient thus far, despite anecdotes of 

constrained shipping capacity and surging freight costs. But things fell 7% this quarter – more than we had expected –  

in a sign that disruptions are increasingly hitting actual rather than just potential export growth. There’s now also the 

Q1 2022 (qoq) Actual ASB Market

Terms of Trade 0.5% 3.4% 1.3%

Export prices 7.8% 7.5% -

Import prices 7.2% 4.0% -

Export volumes (sa) -7.0%

Import volumes (sa) -2.6%
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additional overlay of poor production for many agri commodities thanks to the triple-threat of bad weather, painful 

cost of production increases and sizable Omicron-driven worker absenteeism in a lot of industries. That’s seen dairy 

export volumes drop 5.8% to a four-year low, and meat volumes fall 10.5% qoq. 

On the imports side, a spending glut by households has previously helped drive a swift recovery and subsequent 

surge from COVID’s initial hit. But we always knew that a more cautious household sector and softer growth 

momentum more broadly would start to crimp import activity before long. There were signs this quarter that maybe 

the worm has turned, with volumes down 2.6%. We expect imports to lose furhter momentum from here, though it’s 

early days yet. 

This month did see service trade start to come back to the party after a dark few years, with services export revenues 

up 12% annually and services imports a whopping 35%. 

The upshot 
With inflationary pressures remaining sustained and further commodity price gains yet to be reflected in the data, 

there are further gains to come for both export and import prices. We expect that gains for the former will continue 

to outpace the latter, with NZ’s terms of trade set to peak towards late 2022 or early 2023. Given the production of 

many goods remains very weak, we expect a relatively soft landing for commodity prices this price cycle, which should 

keep the terms of trade from undergoing a sharp correction. 

We don’t hold out much hope for a swift recovery in export volumes. Logistics pressures are easing only gradually, 

and NZ agricultural production is only just showing tentative signs of turning towards the upside versus the same 

point in previous seasons. The upshot is that, even with import volumes losing a bit more momentum from here, 

net exports may struggle to help offset the impact of the softer household and construction sectors and prop up 

growth. 

On the inflation side of things, transportation (+8.6% qoq, 42.1% yoy) and travel services import prices (6.7% qoq, 

12.3% yoy) notched up strong Q1 gains, consistent with soaring oil prices (up 50% since the start of the year), 

continuing supply chain frictions and the restarting of activities that had been significantly hampered by COVID-19. 

When combined with elevated and broad-based goods import price inflation (up 7.2% in Q1, 21.5% yoy) this highlights 

the tentative risk of elevated NZ inflation prints holding up for longer. This will clearly trouble the RBNZ. 
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Disclaimer 

This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or 
needs. Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard 
to your objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.   

We believe that the information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based 
on the information available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as 
to accuracy, reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this 
document are subject to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed 
elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. We are under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. 
Neither ASB nor any person involved in the preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or 
any part of this document.   

Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to 
contingencies and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or warrant 
that any of these valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.   
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